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Abstract. After many years with little change in community views on equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS), in
2021 the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) concluded that it was much better known than pre-
viously. This development underpinned increased confidence in long-term climate changes in that report. Here,
we place this development in historical context, briefly assess progress since then, and discuss the challenges and
opportunities for further improving our knowledge of this iconic concept. We argue that the probability distribu-
tions published in those assessments are still approximately valid; while various subsequent studies have claimed
further narrowing, they have omitted important structural uncertainties associated with missing processes, im-
perfect relationships, or other factors that should be included. The distributions could nonetheless be narrowed
in the future, particularly through better understanding of certain climate processes and paleoclimate proxies.
Not all touted strategies are truly helpful, however. We also note that ECS does not address risks from the carbon
cycle or possible tipping points, and as increasingly strong mitigation (i.e., “net-zero”) scenarios are considered,
ECS becomes less informative about future climate change compared to other factors such as aerosol radiative
forcing and influences on regional change such as ocean dynamics.

1 Introduction

Equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) – the eventual rise in
Earth’s mean surface temperature following a doubling of at-
mospheric CO2 – has a long history. Early estimates, from
the original calculation of Arrhenius (1896) to the seminal
National Academy of Sciences (NAS) review (Charney et al.,
1979) (a.k.a. the Charney report), were based on first princi-
ples, i.e., climate models. The NAS review committee had
two early general circulation models (GCMs) available, but
rather than taking these models at face value, the NAS com-
mittee attempted a deep dive into how neglected processes
could shift ECS up or down. The authors decided not to
change the best-guess ECS from the model average but al-

lowed for a large uncertainty. This set an admirable prece-
dent for grappling with the uncertainty in ECS given only a
partial understanding of the climate system, a situation that
remains the case today despite considerable progress.

A key development beginning around the turn of the cen-
tury was the attempt to infer ECS from observed histori-
cal temperature data. This works essentially by using these
data to constrain a known relationship between the estimated
changes in radiative forcing and warming, where ECS is a
parameter that is adjusted either directly (Andronova and
Schlesinger, 2001; Knutti et al., 2002) or indirectly by mod-
ifying processes such as cloud feedback within a simple cli-
mate model (Forest et al., 2002; Sokolov and Stone, 1998;
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Libardoni et al., 2019). To use an illustrative representation
of the response of the global-mean temperature perturba-
tion from equilibrium (T ′) (e.g., Peixoto and Oort, 1992, in
Sect. 2.5), we can use the following equation:

C
dT ′

dt
=N (t)= F (t)− λT ′(t), (1)

where C is an effective heat capacity, N is the net top-of-
atmosphere energy imbalance, λ is a feedback factor, and
F (t) is the radiative forcing perturbation due to exogenous
forcing agents (historical anthropogenic greenhouse gases,
aerosols, solar-intensity variations, land-use change, and oth-
ers). While this equation can be made more complicated,
it highlights the key features of how the additional energy
is stored and how the global-mean temperature depends on
three terms: C, F (t), and λ. Given the observational records
of T ′ and C (hence N ) and F , we can estimate ECS as the
ratio of F from a doubling of CO2 (4 W m−2) to λ. In early
works, C and λ were thought of as constant, while we now
know that the effective heat capacity, C, changes over time as
the ocean mixes heat into deeper regions, and feedbacks (i.e.,
λ), particularly from clouds, can also differ between periods
of transient warming and equilibrium (Senior and Mitchell,
2000). These complications have important consequences,
discussed below.

Other methods of constraining ECS using observations
have exploited the responses to volcanic eruptions, solar
cycles, or interannual variations in surface temperature but
have broadly been judged less convincing or useful because
the forcing and/or response is qualitatively very different
from that of greenhouse gas (GHG) and because the mag-
nitudes of the signal are small. Meanwhile paleoclimate sci-
entists began drawing inferences about ECS since the 1980s
(Edwards et al., 2007), leading to a major assessment by
PALAEOSENS Project Members (2012); see also von der
Heydt et al. (2016). These involve large changes but were
not fully accepted by many in the mainstream climate sci-
ence community, however, due to the perceived potential for
errors in proxy temperature records and potentially deep un-
certainties around radiative forcings and the role of geologic
changes.

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) re-
ports have conducted reviews of the ECS literature every 6–
7 years but are not permitted to do new research, and so they
were limited in their ability to apply statistical methods to ag-
gregate research findings. Over time, there emerged an offset
between published historical estimates (typically lower) and
paleo-estimates and model estimates (typically higher), al-
though estimates from each of these varied among studies.
Faced with a large and growing number of such disparate in-
dicators, successive IPCC reports including the Fifth Assess-
ment Report (AR5) in 2013 echoed the likely range of 1.5–
4.5 °C originally obtained by Charney et al. (1979) (though
IPCC gave it a clearer probabilistic interpretation: a chance
of 66 % or greater).

A significant revision to the status quo occurred with
the publication of the first analysis to incorporate all major
sources of evidence using a Bayesian probability framework
by Sherwood et al. (2020) (hereafter S20). Rather than seek-
ing consensus among estimates, this framework quantifies
probability by asking how likely the aggregate of evidence
would be under each possible ECS value. This assessment
obtained a “likely” range about half as wide as AR5 did, at
2.6–3.9 °C for baseline assumptions. This revision was partly
due to new evidence and partly due to the new approach.
The substantial lifting of the low end of the range was due
to the combined weight of all evidence against low values,
while the reduced high end was because higher values are
hard to obtain from the process point of view and suggest
more warming than observed since the Last Glacial Maxi-
mum. This latter point represented a step forward by bring-
ing communities together and broadening the acceptance of
paleoclimate evidence as a valuable constraint on ECS, at
the same time highlighting the unreliability of historical es-
timates due to differences between past cloud responses and
anticipated future ones. The narrower – and observationally
driven – ECS range was approximately adopted by the IPCC
in 2021 (AR6), and the stark difference between this nar-
rower range and the broadening spread in GCMs helped mo-
tivate a new “warming levels” approach to projections in
AR6 that disconnected them from GCM estimates of ECS,
as well as underpinning more confident statements about fu-
ture climate.

2 Recent advances?

Quite a few ECS studies have come out since S20, often
deploying the same methodology but updating one or more
of its ingredients. Some studies have reaffirmed the recent
assessments. For example, Zhu et al. (2021) confirm that
a GCM with a very high ECS level predicts excessively
large paleoclimate changes contradicted by proxy evidence
and then show (Zhu et al., 2022) that good predictions are
made by an improved model with an ECS value of 4 °C. Re-
searchers are beginning to look at the Late Miocene (not used
by S20), also inferring higher ECS (Brown et al., 2022), al-
though the reliability of using this time period requires fur-
ther investigation. Ceppi and Nowack (2021) have used a
clever data analysis to find an overall cloud feedback es-
sentially the same as that of S20, although claiming smaller
uncertainty. There is new process understanding suggesting
positive feedback from mid-level clouds (Stauffer and Wing,
2022) and possibly stronger positive feedback from optical
changes in Southern Ocean clouds (Wall et al., 2022b). My-
ers et al. (2021) find a narrowing and slight reduction in ECS
based on a revised observational constraint on low-cloud
feedback, but the narrower uncertainty accounts only for ob-
servational limitations and relies on optimistic and untested
structural assumptions about the independence of cloud types
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and transferability of observed regional variations to global
average cloud behavior.

Among new studies we are aware of, the one claiming
the largest revision is by Lewis (2022), who asserts a nar-
rower and substantially lower ECS level using the basic S20
methodology with various updates. While this author claims
“errors” in S20, looking carefully it appears these are dif-
ferences in opinion on methodological choices and priors
rather than errors, and they moreover were acknowledged
to have little effect on the outcome. Instead, the reduction
and narrowing of the ECS probability density function (PDF)
resulted from a selective use of evidence – most impor-
tantly, a decision to reject the possibility of a large “pat-
tern effect” on historical sea surface temperature (SST), even
though this continues to be strongly supported by new studies
(e.g., Heede and Fedorov, 2021; Andrews et al., 2022; Chao
et al., 2022), and a downward revision of expected histori-
cal aerosol cooling. Together these two departures allowed
Lewis to conclude (in contrast to other studies) that the his-
torical record rules out a high ECS level. Scafetta (2022)
and a few other studies have reached a similar conclusion
by pointing out that most Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project (CMIP) GCMs warm too much in recent decades,
but these studies ignore the pattern-effect model bias that
contributes to this, as well as the uncertainties in the aerosol
forcing trend over such a short period (see, e.g., Williams
et al., 2022), both of which are likely systematic across the
model ensemble. Some of these studies also neglect any im-
pact of internal variability on the global-mean temperature,
which has a small effect on trends at the centennial scale
but becomes a significant noise source with shorter records.
Interestingly another recent study (Wall et al., 2022a) finds
a narrower PDF and stronger mean of aerosol cooling and
thereby a slightly higher ECS also on the basis of the histor-
ical record, all other things being equal; however, they only
considered sulfate effects on shallow clouds, which ignores
potentially large effects from less well-understood cloud–
aerosol interactions.

It was noted by S20 that an endemic problem in individual
studies of ECS up to that time was a failure to account for
“structural” uncertainty in the assumptions of forward mod-
els used to predict what would be observed given a partic-
ular ECS. The quoted uncertainties were typically derived
only from sampling (in model or data space), conditional on
the structural assumptions. Because results can be quite sen-
sitive to such assumptions, past studies sometimes obtained
very different PDFs of ECS – sometimes barely overlapping
– from essentially the same evidence. In situations where no
solid argument is available to rule out particular approaches,
one should average results over the various equivalent alter-
natives (and possibly allow for further broadening in case
the available approaches share biases or faulty assumptions).
Choosing one plausible approach and ignoring others pro-
duces an overconfident (too-narrow) PDF. In our judgment,
this unfortunately continues to be an issue with every recent

study noted above that attempted to quantify probabilities,
so we are not convinced that uncertainties have significantly
narrowed. Nor do we see a consensus toward raising or low-
ering the ECS among the credible recent studies, although
there is some evidence that a bit more of the positive total
cloud feedback may come from types other than low clouds.

3 Opportunities for near-term progress on ECS

So if these studies have not yet significantly “moved the dial”
on ECS, is there any hope for this to happen? Following
Bayesian reasoning (which we think applies whether or not
Bayesian mathematical methodology is formally used), out-
comes can change if either the priors change or the evidence
(or its interpretation) changes.

Priors (on ECS or related variables) have been a con-
tentious issue since the first Bayesian ECS studies. S20 found
that switching between two priors for which there was ad-
vocacy changed the upper or lower range limits as much as
omitting an entire line of evidence – showing that consen-
sus on priors could substantially reduce apparent uncertainty.
Disagreement about priors sometimes seems related to dis-
agreement about the meaning of probability itself: does it
quantify (a) what someone really expects and would bet big
money on or (b) a quasi-objective calculation conditional on
an explicit set of chosen assumptions and parameters? To be
most useful for guiding decisions, we would argue for op-
tion a, which also seems the effective choice of the IPCC
and which motivates the above-stated concerns about struc-
tural uncertainty. However, many arguments for priors invoke
“objectivity” or “neutrality” (e.g., Jeffreys prior or “flat” or
uniform priors in some arbitrarily chosen variable), seeming
to imply option b, as does the neglect of structural uncer-
tainty in so many past studies (presumably because it can-
not be treated “objectively” at least in a single study). Most
physical scientists are uncomfortable with explicitly subjec-
tive judgments in spite of their unavoidable role in probabil-
ity, and most have had little formal training in probability or
statistics. Further cross-disciplinary community discussion
of these issues might lead to a stronger consensus and down-
grading of “priors” as a source of disagreement or apparent
uncertainty about ECS.

The more straightforward path to improvement however
would be through stronger evidence or greater confidence in
interpreting it. Indeed each of the new studies noted in Sect. 2
does offer new evidence: even if this may have been over-
interpreted in individual studies, the cumulative effect will
reshape the PDF over time (hopefully by narrowing it), al-
though this will be a slow process because single pieces of
new evidence have a small effect on the PDF. Future assess-
ments that again survey all evidence and structural models
will be crucial to track this evolution.

All three major lines of evidence (process understanding,
the historical warming record, and paleoclimate evidence)
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could further constrain ECS. Our understanding of cloud pro-
cesses has advanced markedly over the last decade and con-
tinues to do so. In particular, there is huge potential for ma-
chine learning to make better use of the enormous satellite
datasets for outgoing longwave radiation; some new studies
are emerging (Kuma et al., 2023), and we expect major ad-
vances to narrow uncertainty in cloud responses to warming
and aerosols. High-resolution global models may also help
assess existing models, which have more heavily parameter-
ized cloud processes.

There is also the clear potential to improve use of historical
evidence. Many studies including S20 use only the global-
mean linear temperature and ocean heat content trends to
constrain ECS. The studies of Forest et al. (2002), Hegerl
and Wallace (2002), and Libardoni et al. (2019), among
other later studies, used latitudinal variations or other pat-
terns to help attribute warming to different forcings, which is
in principle more powerful, but doubts are raised about this
approach. Specifically, current models struggle to correctly
predict even global-scale temperature patterns such as the
Equator-to-pole gradient in some paleoclimates, Arctic and
Antarctic warming in recent decades, and the Pacific east–
west temperature gradient that underlies the so-called pat-
tern effect noted earlier. Recent work continues to suggest
that the latter discrepancy is either a transient phenomenon
or perhaps due to missing aerosol forcing mechanisms pos-
sibly involving global teleconnections (Heede and Fedorov,
2021; Meehl et al., 2021), but other explanations are also pos-
sible that could have very different ramifications for ECS.
Resolving these modeling gaps not only would remove a key
obstacle to using the global-mean warming record but also
would strengthen efforts to use regional temperature patterns
to help distinguish the effect of different forcing agents such
as aerosols. A promising approach is to use model ensem-
bles to develop consistent explanations for observed patterns
of change (e.g., Raghuraman et al., 2023). There also remains
significant uncertainty in patterns of ocean surface warm-
ing, especially prior to the Argo period (e.g., Gleckler et al.,
2016), such that further extension of the (now) high-quality
record over time or retroactive improvement in older esti-
mates via improved statistical approaches or data recovery
could help constrain pattern effects.

Paleoclimate evidence has a strong potential to exploit
real-world phenomena that, while not the same as future cli-
mate change or the ECS scenario, are closer analogs than
any phenomena during the historical period. Models are cru-
cial to bridge the gap between scant proxy records and ECS,
where the net paleo-radiative-forcing is problematic. Ad-
vances in paleoclimate modeling (in particular the growing
use of state-of-the-art atmosphere–ocean models for paleo-
simulations) may enable strategies similar to those above
for the historical record to be employed for those time pe-
riods and will be made stronger by the further accumulation
of proxy evidence and confidence in its interpretation. Fur-
ther information on past forcings, especially those other than

CO2, would be especially helpful; for example, strong con-
cerns have been raised about the possibility of large, unex-
pected forcings due to different preindustrial fire and smoke
regimes whose plausible range might have been underesti-
mated in past assessments (Mahowald et al., 2023).

4 Approaches that merit caution

It is worth pointing out some advances are sometimes touted
as helpful for constraining ECS but would not actually
make a material difference, at least until other more ur-
gent advances have been made. For example, more accu-
rate estimates of historical temperature rise or of the current
planetary top-of-atmosphere (TOA) energy imbalance would
make very little difference because the associated uncertain-
ties are already much smaller than uncertainties described
earlier relating to surface temperature patterns, short-lived
forcers, and the preindustrial reference state. Earth’s current
TOA budget surplus is surprisingly well known, with rea-
sonable agreement between satellite, ocean, and model heat
budget estimates (Loeb et al., 2020) – the problem is we do
not know how to infer ECS from this information. A key
issue is how to assess the net radiative forcing, which re-
lies on quantifying the short-term forcing agents and tran-
sient non-GHG factors (especially aerosols and natural and
anthropogenic sources), not only in today’s atmosphere but
also in the preindustrial baseline one for which we have es-
sentially no observations. On the other hand continued pre-
cision monitoring of heat content and surface temperatures
may, if combined with better modeling, eventually enable
better quantification of fast feedbacks via the observed in-
ternal variability and trends.

Although the potential of paleoclimate evidence has been
noted, another avenue that will not make a big difference
is more simulations of paleoclimates using standard ap-
proaches and boundary conditions. What is instead needed
is better quantification of the forcings and global temper-
ature changes that actually occurred, for as many climate
episodes as possible, and higher confidence in our estimated
forcing ranges given deep uncertainties. Model simulations
can help with this if experiments are properly designed and
done with state-of-the-art models. One avenue is to design
experiments to better constrain forcing adjustments (changes
in cloud cover or other constituents that are brought about
by a forcing agent such as an ice sheet via its topography,
thus supplementing its direct radiative forcing) and their ef-
ficacies (variations in warming per unit of radiative forcing).
The role of paleo-forcings that are not so important today
must always be considered, for example due to a different
sea level, vegetation burning regimes, or dust sources and
indirect effects of these or topography on clouds. Another
avenue is to address and possibly resolve apparent inconsis-
tencies among proxy records, which may be possible using
models that can simulate the proxies directly. As an exam-
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ple, some paleo-proxy studies have assumed that land and
ocean temperature changes are equal, but land changes are
actually expected to be greater, which might reduce appar-
ent discrepancies between proxies (Seltzer et al., 2023). It is
not surprising that we cannot exactly simulate past tempera-
ture patterns with current models, given that we cannot sim-
ulate trends correctly in recent decades where observations
are very good.

Finally, so-called “emergent-constraint” studies continue
to appear, which begin with a GCM distribution of ECS and
then narrow it by finding observational constraints that cor-
relate with ECS. These can be very useful for clarifying im-
portant feedback mechanisms but cannot really yield reli-
able PDFs on their own – some prior information is required,
which is usually taken to be the unconstrained, empirical dis-
tribution of ECS among a set of GCMs, although this is not
necessary (Renoult et al., 2020). Interpreting a model dis-
tribution as a PDF in general is not satisfactory mainly be-
cause the models available now share common conceptual
errors and structural simplifications, so they may poorly rep-
resent the broader set of successful models that in principle
could be found (Stainforth et al., 2007). Emergent constraints
also need a clear explanatory mechanism to give them a bet-
ter chance of robustness and to allow them to be combined
with (and be known not to duplicate) other known or sus-
pected feedback mechanisms (Hall et al., 2019) – for ex-
ample if a constraint operates through high-cloud feedback,
it may need to be combined with other evidence on middle
or low clouds and other feedbacks to get an overall climate
sensitivity estimate. Some emergent-constraint studies (e.g.,
Scafetta, 2022) use global temperature changes as the con-
straint variable, which might seem to avoid the need to un-
derstand processes, but as noted earlier, the danger is that the
GCMs in the ensemble share common flaws in the represen-
tation of aerosol forcing and pattern effects, which will throw
off any constraint that depends on trends, basically hitting the
same problem with the historical record noted by S20.

5 The role of ECS during the approach to
equilibrium

It is often noted that Earth’s climate will never be in equi-
librium. This does not mean that ECS is not an important
parameter: it does largely determine the severity of warming
in higher-emission scenarios, even while not in equilibrium,
and is in fact more accurate in this respect than the transient
climate response (TCR) metric originally intended to capture
ocean heat uptake uncertainties (Grose et al., 2018). As the
world begins to decarbonize, however, lower-emission sce-
narios are looking more plausible, and for these the ECS (and
TCR) level is indeed less relevant.

To see why, note that because C in Eq. (1) increases sub-
stantially with time as anthropogenic heat penetrates deeper
into the oceans, climate exhibits a superposition of rapid

(years) and slow (centuries) responses to changes in ap-
plied forcing. Assuming at some point a net-zero scenario is
reached (i.e., no net anthropogenic CO2 emissions), anthro-
pogenic CO2 will subsequently be drawn down into natural
reservoirs on a timescale of decades (though with a signifi-
cant fraction remaining for millennia), leaving a positive but
decreasing radiative forcing. Similarly, other anthropogenic
radiative forcing agents (e.g., CH4 and N2O) will also have
their own stabilization dynamics. To first order, this linger-
ing greenhouse heat input is expected to balance heat transfer
from the surface to the deep ocean, hence gradually warming
the deep ocean without changing the average surface temper-
ature much. The corollary is that CO2-driven surface warm-
ing stops if, and only if, a net-zero scenario is reached. A con-
cern however is that net-zero scenarios also involve the re-
moval of most anthropogenic aerosols which, depending on
their current radiative forcing, could add enough subsequent
warming to threaten Paris targets even if a net-zero scenario
were achieved today (Smith et al., 2019; Sherwood et al.,
2022; Dvorak et al., 2022), although removal of other short-
lived GHGs would swing things the other way if aerosol
forcing happens to be weak. This highly uncertain poten-
tial “rogue warming” is conditionally independent of ECS
or TCR given the historical forcing and surface temperature
at the time a net-zero scenario is reached because we are tak-
ing away a (relatively) recently applied forcing rather than
starting from equilibrium (Sherwood et al., 2022). Hence,
while climate sensitivity affects how much warming occurs
between now and the attainment of a net-zero scenario, it
will not matter much thereafter, whereas knowing the aerosol
forcing (Kramer et al., 2021, 2019), valued hitherto mainly as
a way to help constrain ECS or TCR, becomes very impor-
tant in its own right.

The smooth approach to a net-zero scenario described
above is based on understanding and models that may not ac-
count for all kinds of potential surprises or “tipping points”.
The carbon cycle affords some obvious ones: the ECS metric
by design ignores this by taking the radiative forcing (hence
atmospheric composition) as given. Humans, however, are
not in total control of the global carbon cycle, even though,
currently, we are the main player when it comes to CO2
sources. Many ecosystems including tropical forests are al-
ready showing signs of stress and could provide unwanted
surges of carbon into the atmosphere even if the direct human
contribution subsides (Wunderling et al., 2022). The uptake
or outgassing of CO2 from oceans is also subject to uncer-
tainties and possible ocean circulation changes (e.g., Li et al.,
2023). Existing carbon-cycle models typically do not allow
for vegetation die-off or other tipping-point behaviors in both
land and ocean ecosystems, making this a key uncertainty es-
pecially in weaker mitigation scenarios.

The above arguments also consider only the global aver-
age, as does ECS itself. In particular, our inability to explain
global-scale SST changes in recent decades not only gets in
the way of inferring ECS but also does not bode well for
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future projections of regional climate change even if ECS
is known. In the coming decades, further adjustments of re-
gional patterns of SST, land surface temperatures, and sea-
ice extents could cause substantial regional climate changes,
even if further increases in global-mean temperature were
kept small, and will for example depend on whether unex-
plained warming patterns persist or the reverse. In general,
because we do not live in a static climate and we are uncer-
tain about changes in variability in a future climate, the idea
that ECS is not the be-all and end-all metric of future climate
change severity seems plausible. Better explaining these re-
gional changes takes on an urgent role regardless of whether
future emissions are high or low, although for different rea-
sons. Any help in reducing a priori uncertainty in present-day
anthropogenic forcing (i.e., from aerosols) would likewise
help both objectives, given the ability of aerosols to drive
regional variations in climate and to interfere with our ability
to infer ECS.

6 Conclusions

In general, our understanding of cloud feedback and other
global climate processes is advancing rapidly. Sixty years
ago, the first climate models were being developed and the
most pressing question was how much will Earth warm when
we increase CO2 concentrations. Since then, in every decade,
the climate science community has provided new estimates
of plausible bounds on ECS given the models, the theory,
and the data over the past 5 decades. By now this has led to
a substantial improvement in our knowledge of climate sen-
sitivity.

However, each new study does not automatically trans-
late into narrower uncertainty in ECS or future change, in
spite of what some of them claim. Such convergence will be
a slow process that will require continuing development of
frameworks to benchmark our understanding and, in partic-
ular, to identify and recognize structural uncertainties, miss-
ing or new forcings and feedbacks, etc. In statistical infer-
ence, it is crucial to test the assumptions of a statistical
model (for example that residuals are independent and nor-
mally distributed) and, if they do not hold, to develop a dif-
ferent model. Inference of ECS from evidence is an analo-
gous exercise, except using more physically motivated mod-
els. These models are not perfect; it is important to always
assess whether their errors could substantially affect the re-
sult – i.e., that they be “fit for purpose”. And, to be useful
for decision making, our probabilistic estimates of ECS need
to include all uncertainties, not just those we can comfort-
ably estimate with standard statistical tools. To be objectively
confident about further narrowing will therefore require us to
look broadly at the climate system and seek a diversity of
perspectives and approaches (Harding, 1995).

Interesting questions for the research community to con-
sider going forward are the following:

– Are the climate model components catching up in the
diagnosis of feedbacks in a way that is testable against
observations?

– Are the differences in the current climate models con-
verging towards the observable data (and are we sure
this is not due to tuning)?

– Are models exhibiting the full diversity of behavior nec-
essary to capture climate-relevant variations (e.g., in
surface temperature and cloud cover) to within obser-
vational uncertainty?

– Are we observing the right quantities well enough to
test our models (and scientific understanding) in ways
needed to constrain predictions?

All relevant lines of evidence show potential to improve
our estimates of ECS over time. While use of the histori-
cal record has suffered some blows due to previously unap-
preciated problems in its interpretation, it is likely to make
a comeback. For one thing, the historical climate record
keeps getting longer. For another, progress is being made
in reconciling model warming and cloudiness change pat-
terns with observed data (Zhu et al., 2022; Raghuraman
et al., 2023), and this should eventually lead to more con-
fident constraints than have been possible before, using ge-
ographically and/or time-resolved approaches. These esti-
mates will clearly benefit from better observations of atmo-
sphere, ocean, and carbon-cycle processes. We hope that by
the time of AR7 this will have led to further confidence in
not only ECS but also other ingredients that will determine
our future climate.
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